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The ultralight aluminium levelling system for motorhomes

Designed for the next level

Motorhome Leveling & Room Extension Systems



Motorhome or caravan owners know that comfort counts. Therefore, HPC Hydraulics likes to go a step 
further. Or rather, one level higher. Our levelling systems provide a simple and quick stabilisation of 
motorhomes and caravans. Level with just one touch? Prefer manual operation? Customisation needed? 
We make it all possible.

The fully automatic aluminium HPC levelling system is a good example of our latest innovative developments. 

A lightweight solution that can withstand heavy loads. Our philosophy applies to both the products and our 

services. We are fully confident in saying:

Leading innovation

A matter of comfort 

Automatic levelling and stabilisation systems increase the comfort and user friendliness with the single 
push of a button. Stabilising your vehicle is no longer time cosuming or stressful, unwanted movements 
are a thing of the past, not to mention the numerous other benefits.

How it works
The levelling system is composed of two or four hydraulic 

aluminium supports, a compact, lightweight pump, thin 

hydraulic hoses that are easy to conceal, a touchscreen 

control panel and the required power supplies. The type 

of vehicle (motorhome, caravan, trailer, etc.) ultimately 

determines which control and aluminium supports you 

need. An additional option is the control via smartphone 

and/or tablet.

HPC Hydraulics, designed for the next level
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For light and heavy vehicles
With our range of aluminium and steel jacks, we can lift 

and stabilise almost any vehicle. We have systems that 

can handle a capacity of 30 tons. 

Outstanding quality
The hydraulic supports are black anodised and therefore 

highly resistant to corrosion. The holes in the feet provide 

excellent drainage. Automatic features are easy to set up 

(leveling, stabilising and empty water tank mode). Manual 

operation? Not a problem.

Cross levelling for caravans
Stabilising a caravan may take a lot of extra time. Our solution is 

simple and fast. It starts with levelling the across axle. Then you 

can level the sides with the nose wheel. Simply lower the four 

corner steadies and you’re done!

Security and safety

What could be more important than your and other people’s safety? 

You should always be able to go out safely and have the ability to operate the system.

The system features a double action hand pump. As a result, the system can always be 

operated in any eventuality. No tools are required to operate the handpump.
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For more information:
HPC Hydraulics B.V.

Edisonstraat 18-20

7575 AT Oldenzaal

The Netherlands

Tel. 0031 (0)541 531 303

www.hpc-hydraulics.com

info@hpc-hydraulics.com

Your dealer

The levelling system is easy to extend for extra comfort. Slide-out systems enable more opportunities 
for your vehicle by creating space. An extra lounge for your motorhome, more selling space ... it’s all 
possible! 

You can take full advantage of the system and the lightweight pump. Our modular construction makes it easy 

to add functionalities. From a hydraulic stairs to a bay window (slide-out).

Universal Straight Out (USO)
The solution as an underfloor guiding system is not an option. This USO slide with 

a four-point linkage guarantees a perfect seal in both open and closed position.

And on the outside no technical details are visible! The extension options broaden 

the vehicle with up to 0.76 metres.

Dual Cylinder 
This system is ideal for larger vehicles. It is strong, technically very robust and 

maintenance-free. The extension and retraction of the bay window is very 

accurate. The ease of operation is as easy as the operation of the system 

itself. The extension options broaden the vehicle with up to 1.78 metres.

More space for extra comfort


